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Why is there no service to support taxonomy?
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Abstract

Increasing complexity and specialisation of modern sciences has led to increasingly

collaborative publications, as well as the involvement of commercial services. Modern

integrative taxonomy likewise depends on many lines of evidence and is increasingly

complex, but the trend of collaboration lags and various attempts at ‘turbo taxonomy’

have been unsatisfactory. We are developing a taxonomic service in the Senckenberg

Ocean Species Alliance to provide fundamental data for new species descriptions. This

will also function as a hub to connect a global network of taxonomists, assembling an

alliance of scientistsworking onpotential new species to tackle both the extinction and

inclusion crises we face today. The current rate of new species descriptions is simply

too slow; the discipline is often dismissed as old fashioned, and there is a crisis level

need for taxonomic descriptions to come to gripswith the scale ofAnthropocenebiodi-

versity loss. Here,we envision how the process of describing andnaming specieswould

benefit froma service supporting the acquisition of descriptive data. Also see the video

abstract here: https://youtu.be/E8q3KJor_F8
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INTRODUCTION

The early history of science typically focusses on solitary famous

scientists exploring the multi-facetted ‘natural sciences’, in stark con-

trast to the increasingly baffling complexity and specialisation of

modern knowledge. The advance of modern science benefits from

large-scale scientific infrastructures maintained, long term, at national

or global scale, ranging from particle accelerators to space stations

to research vessels, and natural history museums. Our shared efforts

are evidenced by upward trends in collaborative publications includ-

inghundreds-strongauthorship consortia.[1] Thevastmajorityof these

authorships are linked to contributions of research technique, com-

bining approaches contributed by multiple, complimentary specialist

approaches.[2]
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With our improving understanding of what species mean and their

evolutionary patterns, modern integrative taxonomy depends on mul-

tiple, independent lines of evidence. The need for morphological diag-

noses is increasing, not decreasing, with technological developments

in biodiversity assessment. This has been the primary shortcoming

of molecular barcode diagnoses as a tool for rapid species discovery.

Recent advances in molecular techniques and AI-driven image recog-

nition allow for astounding high-throughput automated monitoring

of biodiversity.[3] But this leads to important, unanswered questions.

Does a DNA barcode in a soil or water sample belong to a giant

free-living organism, or aminiaturised parasite? Is the species in a pho-

tograph part of the endemic local fauna worthy of special protection,

or is it perhaps easy to confuse with a widespread non-threatened

species? Automated monitoring cannot be effectively integrated with

conservation without names to assign to the organisms identified,[4]

and DNA metabarcoding is blind without morphological information
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F IGURE 1 The Senckenbergmodel for a streamlined taxonomyworkflow involving a commercial service that covers transferable technical
aspects of species descriptions. This figure was designed using icons from Flaticon.com.

tied to the names.With growing anthropogenic impacts on ecosystems

and their species, causing increasing rates of extinction, taxonomists

are challenged with the task to describe the vast numbers of unknown

species before they vanish.

ACCELERATING TAXONOMY: THE SENCKENBERG
MODEL

The point has been made that large-scale species descriptions are

achievable with concentrated effort, and that acceleration is critically

needed.[5,6] Not only resources, but changes in working practice, are

required. This includes actively embracing a more inclusive mental-

ity among working taxonomists. Although taxonomy has becomemore

collaborative in recent decades,[7] numbers of co-authors are lower

and increasing more slowly compared to overall trends. The average

number of authors on taxonomy papers was 1.9 in 2002 (vs. 4.1 for

all life sciences) increasing to 3.2 (vs. 5.9) in 2018 (www.nlm.nih.gov/

bsd/authors1.html accessed 12 February 2023). The specialisation of a

taxonomist is naturally an organismal group, rather than amethod. Tax-

onomists still produce superbmultifaceted descriptions of new species

that ensure the stability and usability of names. The perceived pres-

sure to master and apply all possible techniques by a single researcher

presents a Sysiphian burden to individual taxonomists.

In some fields, such as molecular biology, collaborative platforms

have further developed into commercialised services. In the early

2000s, every major lab group invested in sequencing machines to

ensure they could obtain timely and accurate data. High-throughput

technologies later dramatically decreased sequencing costs, and com-

mercial services have taken over.[8] Service units, responding to the

varied needs of diverse clients, can drive the cutting edge of tech-

nological development, and implement standardised quality control

measures.[9] With services, and to a certain extent scientific infras-

tructure, researchers can outsource expertise with an assurance of

high quality results (Figure 1). This leads to the question, what could

a taxonomic service unit provide?

The process of describing and naming a species could be usefully

compared to the experience of building a house. There is a romantic

allure to doing the entire project one’s self, from design to final con-

struction, and familiarity can give us the impression that it must be

straightforward. This becomes less tractable when the eager builder

encounters the wildly diverging demands for plumbing, electrical and

design skills, and moreover the inscrutable demands of bureaucratic

building codes and unappeasable safety inspectors. Very few people

have the time, or the diverse talents, required to take on such a com-

plex project. Some might attempt to do most of it, but hire a specialist

to take on one particularly tricky aspect. Most of us, if we can afford it,

would hire a building service that could arrange or subcontract all the

different parts, expertly delivering the details but leaving us the cre-

ative satisfaction of seeing our vision fulfilled. What if such a service

was available for taxonomic species descriptions?

The real intellectual, skilled and creative part of taxonomy is the

process of recognising an organism as new to science, and formu-

lating the hypothesis that it is an independent evolutionary lineage

from all other described species. The additional laborious work that

comes associated with publishing the description – producing images,

drawings and sequence data as evidence for the new hypothesis –

does not always require a researcher and was historically the remit

of technicians. Research questions about morphology itself require

intellectual involvement throughout the imaging process. However, in

taxonomy, standard techniques of dissection, imaging and sequenc-

ing are usually applicable across a wide range of organisms. A more

accessible approach to taxonomy should also embrace standardisa-

tion across phyla, without sacrificing details. Standardisation of data

will allow for effective acceleration with emerging artificial intel-

ligence and machine learning applications. Where techniques are

transferable or repetitive, they can be done by a qualified technical

service.

The race for research impact statistics pushes taxonomic publi-

cations to prioritise ‘wider perspectives’ (ecological contexts, phy-

logeography or evolution of morphological adaptations) at the cost

of efficiency in naming species. Some modern descriptive work is
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complex with lengthy details, such as isopod crustaceans where often

every appendage is described exhaustively from each sex and the

juvenile,[10] and bacteria where several lines of physiological charac-

ters frommonocultures are expected in addition to morphological and

molecular characterisation.[11] In many cases, it is clear that not all of

these data are necessary to distinguish one species from another. This

is interesting science, but not actually required for naming species, and

doing everything at once slows taxonomy down.

The slow pace of taxonomic descriptions impacts all fields of sci-

ences andbeyond. There are numerouswell-known cases of laboratory

work on ‘model’ organism species that are misidentified (e.g. immor-

tal jellyfish[12]) or even not yet named (e.g. fish[13]). Many species are

easily confused with congeners; if researchers to some extents do not

knowwhat species they are working on, this fundamentally confounds

replication in future research. Likewise, modern biodiversity monitor-

ing is increasingly dependent on molecular data, which should ideally

be connected to type material to ensure their reliability. Robust, inte-

grative taxonomic descriptions using multiple lines of evidence from

molecular andmorphological diagnoses are the foundation for reliable

identification.

The Senckenberg Ocean Species Alliance (SOSA;

sosa.senckenberg.de) is now developing a service to support species

descriptive data, that will be tested and made available through the

next decade. The SOSADiscovery Unit aims to offer a service that cov-

ers awide range of taxonomic groups, working closely with established

experts to determine relevant standards. This could enable a service

to eventually expand to non-taxonomists who discover potential new

species – the network of supporting taxonomists can help vet whether

they are indeed new species using the time freed by outsourcing.

Most of the undescribed biodiversity resides in megadiverse countries

which are mostly developing nations[14]; taxonomy must improve

its inclusiveness. As taxonomic practice is closely interwoven with

large museums and public collections, it is difficult for countries in the

Global South to gain traction in taxonomic research. We envisage the

SOSA discovery service unit to also function as a hub to connect its

network of taxonomists with the Global South. This type of taxonomic

description service could be replicated in future centres co-located

with under-described faunas. Assembling a global alliance of scientists

will help tackle both the extinction and inclusion crises we face today.

CONCLUSION

There has been no service for taxonomy because taxonomists did not

demand one when their science became more complex – instead they

just worked harder and harder. But this comes at a cost of time, time

that we no longer have. A lack of a service for taxonomy impacts not

only this discipline, but all others that are the users of species names:

everyone in biosciences and beyond. Today, we need a service for tax-

onomy. A transformative approach to streamlining data provision and

publication can revolutionise our task to understand life on Earth.
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